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Scenario-based risk management for existing assets
and due diligence for acquisitions

REAL ESTATE INVESTORS

Plan value-added adaptation strategies and upsell
climate-resilient communities 

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS

Calibrate premiums by stress-testing locations under
multiple climate scenarios

INSURERS

Understanding which climate risks play the most important
role in impacting valuations can be difficult, if not
impossible, without the right analytics. 

Climate Alpha’s Resilience Index™ dataset is a
comprehensive collection of risk, vulnerability and readiness
indicators for 40,000+ US. zip codes and Canada, calibrated
to multiple industry-standard climate scenarios. These three
sub-clusters of essential indicators are compiled from
multiple authoritative sources.

CHALLENGES

The Resilience Index™ is aggregated from three sub-
indexes that model risks, vulnerability, and readiness
separately for ease of qualitative understanding. The index
considers multiple climate projections, exposure to extreme
events, the sensitivity of the local population towards
climate risks, and the capacity to cope with risk events. 

THE CLIMATE ALPHA DIFFERENCE

USE CASES

Dataset Details

Primary Entity Type: Real Estate
Geographic Coverage: 40,000 U.S
zip codes and Canada with plans
to expand to Europe, and APAC 
Property Coverage: Residential
(Single-family, Multi-family),
Commercial (Office, Retail),
Industrial
Years Covered: 2022-2040
Scores for 3 primary indicators, 17
sub indicators, and 60+
underlying variables across 3
climate scenarios 

Climate Alpha 
Resilience Index™ Dataset 

At a glance
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Prioritize local adaptation investments to cope with
stress factors

EDOs AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

CLIMATE RISK
Physical risk scores for heat,
storm, drought, flood and
fire  

VULNERABILITY
Captures socioeconomic factors
that can amplify the local impact of
climate change – population
density, age structure, coastal
population, poverty, urban porosity
and infrastructure deficiency

READINESS
 Aggregates factors that influence
how well-prepared 
a location is to manage the impact
of disruptions – credit score,
healthcare quality, crime rates,
education levels, public spending
and clean energy 

About the Provider: Climate Alpha is a location analysis platform for our complex future. It employs
advanced machine-learning techniques combining socioeconomic, demographic, and market
indicators with multiple climate scenarios to generate property valuations for every year to 2040. 


